David Moore

ACLE- Workshop


Method of Presentation: Interactive, using iPad and data projector.

Title: The Paperless Classroom for about $10.

Description of Issue: Current classrooms rely on students using paper note pads or laptops to write/copy the course work being studied in class which uses valuable time that could be better spent in learning. Students all too frequently find it difficult to organise their books so as they can be used as a learning tool, instead they end up with meaningless writings and drawings that cannot be used for referencing past work.

Using an iPad with a paperless notebook app allows both the teacher and student to better manage course work and learning within the classroom. Imagine students not taking notes but actually using this time to learn.

No more photocopying, or collecting assignments but instead a digital copy of anything that you need from a student or what a student needs from you in real time.

Audience care of the issue: Use technology to get rid of the filing cabinets. Having students be better organised and online will help them to be Life Long Learners.

Approach: iPad app; Notesplus.

Outcomes: Students spend more time on learning instead of meaningless copying work, plus having resources that will help them to reference past work.

Link to Theme: Wise-up, make teaching easier for you, let technology help you.